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Figure 1: Key components for deformable linear object manipulation: left two images - perception of the stereo camera. An observer filters the point cloud and calculates target points shown in picture three as red spheres. After estimating a grasping point, the robot control plans a trajectory and executes it to shape the deformable linear object.

ABSTRACT

Deformable linear object manipulation is challenging due to their high dimensional configuration space and their underactuated nature when manipulated by a robotic gripper. Due to the complexity of the task, robotic manipulation relies on sensors and computationally demanding models, which end up in multiple different software components interacting with each other. Research in deformable object manipulation usually focuses on modeling, planning or control, without focusing on a software architecture. This paper presents a novel software architecture for deformable linear object manipulation. The software architecture includes components for deformable linear object manipulation, namely perception-, observation-, robot control-, planning-, communication- and decision component. On top of these components, a layered software architecture consisting of a decision layer, a skill layer and a functional layer is presented. The proposed concept aims to be a blueprint for a unified software architecture satisfying the requirements of robotic systems to achieve deformable linear object manipulation. The validation of the software architecture is done in a case study of an autonomous shape manipulation task, where one robot and a stereo camera shape a deformable linear object to a predefined desired shape. This use case is inspired by an automated cable routing process, which today in the industry is still mainly handled manually and therefore offers a vast potential for automation.

CCS CONCEPTS

• Computer systems organization → Robotic autonomy; • Software and its engineering → Use cases.
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1 INTRODUCTION

One major challenge in manipulating deformable objects lies in their high-dimensional configuration space. While the configuration of a rigid object can be described by knowing their translation and orientation, deformable objects also need a description of their configuration space. Therefore, deformable objects need new software solutions for perception, planning, and control to autonomously fulfill specific tasks for manipulating the deformable object.
Due to the additional complexity introduced by the object’s deformation to the manipulation task, deformable object manipulation requires even more decision-making than rigid object handling. Therefore, further challenges emerge, which mainly manifests in new software requirements of the system. As many researchers create solutions for individual research areas within the interdisciplinary research field of deformable object manipulation, each researcher relies on their specific software implementation. This leads to many solutions without specific interfaces for general deformable linear object (DLO) manipulation, required for comparing the different developed algorithms. Strategic software design with common software engineering tools helps in reducing the complexity of deformable manipulation while being able to build modular and more reusable algorithms [3, 20].

The contribution of this paper is a software architecture for DLO manipulation. Research in DLO manipulation is often focused on individual components without considering an architecture combining the requirements from the different research fields of modeling, planning, control, and manipulation. For DLO manipulation, investigating software architectures lead to insights about the interfaces between the components, which helps in focusing on the individual component, enhances comparability, and leads to modular component design. Modular component design leads to more efficient programming, as complexity reduces using smaller programs, which also benefits the debugging process. The contributed architecture, therefore, presents the components and interfaces needed for a complex manipulation task of autonomously shaping a DLO.

This paper is structured as follows: Section 2 highlights relevant research for the components used for DLO manipulation and points out that the developed solutions are difficult to compare and reuse as they lack generic software interfaces. Section 3 elaborates the challenging problem for autonomous shape manipulation, which is then used to extract the requirements for the architecture design. The software concept in section 4 introduces the components and connections required for the DLO manipulation problem. After introducing a general software concept, section 4 also introduces a specific implementation of the shape manipulation case study, consisting of three software layers. The software layers range from high-level control in the decision layer, over a skill layer with individual executable skills, to a low-level control in the functional layer. Section 5 evaluates the presented software architecture in a case study for autonomous shape manipulation, first by validating the different skills of the skill layer and afterwards validating the decision layer in three real-world shaping experiments. Section 6 discusses the framework, concluding that software-driven development benefits reusability and generic implementations. Reducing component complexity through modularization and interface definition enhances programming efficiency and allows for comparing different algorithms.

2 STATE OF THE ART

In the vast research field of deformable object manipulation, this paper focuses on robots shaping deformable objects to a desired shape. To the best of our knowledge, current research for DLO manipulation does not consider specific software architectures. Therefore, the presented research about deformable object manipulation is mainly from a control engineering perspective. Recent research especially covers two different shape manipulation areas.

The first area investigates how two manipulators or one manipulator and one mount can continuously minimize the error between desired shape and the current shape. This is called shape control, where the object’s current state gets returned by a 2D or 3D camera. Depending on the model, there exist different visual servoing approaches [2, 12, 14–16, 21, 23]. One approach for shape control focuses on model based controllers, e.g. [12, 14, 16, 23], while others use model free controllers [15]. The usual representations for visual servoing approaches are block diagrams, which show the relationship of the control loop needed to minimize the individual shape error function. Shape control research neglects grasping the objects or regrasping for more complex manipulation.

The second area is complex shape manipulation. Complex manipulation considers grasping and regrasping the deformable object. Regrasping can be useful for cloth folding [17], packing a DLO in a box [9], or trying to knot a DLO with two manipulators [19]. In general, regrasping the deformable object deals with the complex problem of finding suitable grasp positions. Lee at al. [8] used a learning approach to train the robot a pick-and-place action sequence for shaping a DLO. They used images with goal positions and needed 1,000 samples of real-world data in order to perform their shape manipulation task.

Current research in DLO manipulation is driven from a control perspective, which usually relies on block diagrams of the control loop or flow charts for shape manipulation. Systems used for DLO manipulation are custom-made and hand-coded by the individual researchers in the area, tailored for a particular manipulation task. The specific task considered is often a low-level task [7], which does not consider a higher abstract layer of the system. These systems are often roughly outlined in a schematic without addressing the software architecture used to implement specific connections between the software components. Specific details about the used components and interconnections from a software concept perspective are missing, although a software architecture would allow easier reuse of developed algorithms, benefiting interchangeability and comparability. The use of basic software engineering tools would benefit the comparability of algorithms, e.g., a strategy design pattern [4] which can be used for generic interfaces.

Therefore, this paper presents a software architecture for DLO manipulation with its components and connections. The software architecture is then used in a three-layered architecture inspired by [1] to autonomously manipulate a DLO on a table with a robotic gripper, observed by a 3D stereo camera.

3 PROBLEM FORMULATION

Shape manipulation deals with the problem of finding a set of actions in order to transfer a DLO from an initial shape to a goal shape, shown in grey and green in Figure 2.

As DLOs have a high configuration space, it is usually not enough to perform just one action to reach the target shape. The action sequence of one action is defined as follows:

1. Estimate a grasping position \( T_W \rightarrow TP \)
2. Move to grasping position
3. Grasp
A software concept for DLO manipulation has to include multiple components in order to change and adapt it quickly to new research contributions. To design a software architecture, all components and connections of the system have to be defined [22]. Therefore, at first, the key components for DLO manipulation are extracted from the requirements and listed before the connections between them are shown. The specific implementation of the code is done using the software architecture, which links requirements and code [5].

One component of the software architecture is a robot control component. The robot or the robots are needed in order to manipulate the DLO. As the motion of the robots is subject to errors, it is necessary to access the robot state for an optional control loop. Another component of the software architecture is the perception component. It is needed as soon as the state of the DLO is not precisely known. To interpret the signals of the perception component and translate it into the state of the model, a model component and an observer component are needed. The observer component calculates the state out of the signal of the perception component combined with the old or initial state of the model component. A model component can be used for planning specified DLO motions, as well as grasp point calculation, trajectory calculation, or goal shape definition. Furthermore, a communication component is needed, and optionally a viewer component. The viewer is connected to all data provided by the components, which makes it suitable for logging and recording data. A particular requirement about DLO manipulation is that, in contrast to rigid object manipulation, planning and control are difficult to separate. On the one hand, local minima in the configuration space result in conventional optimization-based control methods getting stuck. On the other hand, global planning is computational expensive due to the high dimensional shape approximations of the DLO, hence it is not feasible in real-time control cycles. Therefore, interleaving planning and control is necessary [10]. To meet this requirement, a decision component is introduced. The decision component can decide whether to access planning or control mode.

These components can be developed independently as soon as the interfaces are defined. The component diagram of the presented software architecture is shown in Figure 3.
Cameras are cheap and the most popular choice in recent literature for state-feedback of DLOs. With the simulation, it is possible to predict future states of the object and satisfy constraints of the object to be more robust to outliers of the camera component. The camera component accesses the camera application programming interface (API) of a stereo camera. For interchangeable registration algorithms, the observer uses an observer API which is implemented using a strategy design pattern [4]. Three different observers are implemented in order to be able to choose different strategies for different scenarios. Structure preserve registration [18], a self-organizing map [24] as well as the coherent point drift method [11].

The overall software concept includes five processes. The main process is used as a decision layer to start all sub-processes and to execute skills on the robot, which is connected to the robot API. Furthermore, the decision layer controls each component and executes skills. The camera process receives images from the camera API, filters the images and creates a filtered point cloud, and publishes both. The observer process subscribes to point clouds of the camera and the old or initial state from the simulated model and afterwards calculates target points. The simulation is used to drag the simulated model to the calculated target points of the observer and publishes then the updated object state. The viewer visualizes the point cloud, the robot’s current configuration, and the target points to check if the algorithms work as intended.

4.2 Software Layers used for Autonomous Shape Manipulation Architecture
To reduce complexity and build up upon a common practice in software engineering, we divide the task into a decision layer, a skill layer, and a functional layer [1, 6, 13], shown in Figure 4.

The decision layer is used to formulate an abstract task that must be fulfilled to achieve the shape manipulation task. Our flow chart is structured as follows: A user can interactively choose a goal shape by drag and drop using the interactive frames. The interactive frames are then used in simulation to apply a force on the dragged bodies. Note that there are no restrictions in choosing a goal position. However, as the simulation applies forces onto the simulated object, the simulation constrains the movement to the predefined DLO model.

One heuristic that can be used to decide the grasping point is discretizing the object and afterwards calculating the largest distance between the discretized initial shape and the discretized goal shape, which returns one specific grasping point. After grasping, a path is calculated to move the grasped point to the goal point. The path can then be calculated by the skill layer and commanded to the robot control node. As different trajectories with different velocity profiles may result in different goal shapes of the DLO, the goal shape has to be observed again in order to validate the correct shape of the object.

One way to reach a goal configuration is to execute the above action sequence iteratively. This is implemented in the decision layer. After setting the goal positions, motions are performed until a tracking threshold is reached. This is shown in the flow chart in Figure 4.

The skill and resources layer includes the high-level interface for operating the perception and robot skillset. Simulation with the model of the DLO, as well as camera and observer component of Figure 3 are included in the perception skillset, whereas the communication component handles the interface between decision layer and skill layer. The skill layer includes functionality to move the robot, to move the gripper, to calculate and segment point clouds, and to calculate target points, which are shown as red spheres in Figure 5.

The functional layer is the low-level interface to the connected hardware. Connected is a Franka Emika Panda robot with seven
degrees of freedom (DOF) over the Franka control interface \(^1\) with self-written motion planning and control, as well as a Nerial SceneScan Pro stereo camera connected over the camera API \(^2\).

4.2.1 Interface between software layers. The interfaces between the software layers enable their communication. As all individual components shown in Figure 3 are connected with the decision layer, the decision layer acts as a master. For executing functions on the separate processes, the decision layer publishes the component name, the skill name, and optional arguments. See Algorithm 1.

### Algorithm 1: Decision layer communication to skill Layer.

**Input:** String component c, String skill s and Arguments arg

**Output:** Boolean success

```python
try:
    sArgs = serialize(args);
    msg = c, s, sArgs;
    sendMessage(msg);
    success = True;
    catch ConnectionError:
        success = False;
return success
```

This message is then used to control and execute the different skills of the skill layer. Furthermore, it is used to configure the filters of the camera to extract the model of the environment. Each component is then reading the message and executing the skills, see Algorithm 2. This allows for distributed components, so that each component can run in its own process.

Progress is detected of the decision layer by subscribing on the object state, see also Figure 3.

The skill layer is separated from the functional layer to have independent hardware choices. A high-level interface in the form of abstract functions can be called directly from each component at the functional layer. The functional layer includes the specific APIs used to communicate with the hardware.

5 CASE STUDY OF AUTONOMOUS SHAPE MANIPULATION

This section consists of first presenting the different skills and afterwards evaluating the architecture by solving a shape manipulation problem formulated in Figure 2.

5.1 Evaluation of the Skill layer

Each skill is first evaluated separately in the evaluation section before running the decision layer. The different skills are shown in Figure 5. First, the point cloud is calculated from the perception unit and afterwards loaded into the simulation environment. To segment the environment from the DLO, a brightness filter and a box filter are used. Afterwards, the point cloud should only contain outliers and points of the DLO. To calculate the target points, the observer

interface is used, which calculates target points from previously known positions and the captured point cloud, shown in Figure 3. A PD controller is used in the simulation to track the object to the calculated target points. Afterwards, the viewer generates three interactive frames for the operator to shape a custom goal shape. The grasp point will be calculated, and the robot will be commanded to move to the grasping point. After grasping, the robot has to move to the goal point to establish the user-defined shape.

5.2 Evaluation of the decision layer

The flow chart for the shape manipulation task is shown in Figure 6 and in the decision layer in Figure 4. After starting the program, the user inputs a desired goal shape. Three movable coordinate systems define the goal shape, see Figure 5 (f). After setting the goal shape, the simulated DLO object gets tracked to the observed target points. If the object shape equals the desired goal shape, the program ends. The skill compares the desired shape with the current shape. The resulting error can then be compared to an empirically chosen convergence threshold, where values below the threshold indicate convergence.

After calculating the grasp point, which is farthest away from its goal point, the grasp point is checked. If the grasp point is valid, the robot grasp- and moving sequences start, otherwise the grasp point is marked invalid, and the next best grasp point is selected.

The robot skills consist of moving in joint space to avoid robotic singularities, grasping, and moving in cartesian space for the pick- and place operation. Checking the convergence criteria shows if the robot has manipulated the DLO. If the convergence criteria do not
change, it marks the grasp point as invalid. Otherwise, all invalid marked grasping points reset.

The sequence of comparing the object shape to the goal shape starts again, which reduces the shape error iteratively.

![Figure 5](image)

**Figure 5:** Sequence of skill executions, repeat (d), (e), (g), (h) until converged.

5.3 Shape manipulation experiments

Five experiments validate the software architecture. Three shown in Figure 8 by choosing a user-defined shape, as well as two experiments with a predefined shape shown in Figure 7. The number of individual actions for Figure 7, as well as the convergence criteria and convergence value are shown in Table 1.

![Figure 6](image)

**Figure 6:** Flow chart of the autonomous shape manipulation task.

![Table 1](image)

**Table 1:** Number of actions until the DLO reaches its final shape determined by a root mean square error < 1.2 cm, see Figure 7.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>I to I shaping</th>
<th>Random to S shaping</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Actions</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMSE</td>
<td>0.85 cm</td>
<td>0.95 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Convergence Criteria</td>
<td>1.2 cm</td>
<td>1.2 cm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Before doing the experiments, the convergence threshold has to be set. Choosing a high convergence threshold results in high shape errors, whereas a low convergence threshold can result in an endless refinement loop, as no break conditions for the robot are implemented. This results out of the stiffness of the DLO. Manipulation on one end can increase the shape error of the other end through the applied manipulation forces, as it always affects the whole shape of the DLO. To avoid this, the convergence threshold is...
6 CONCLUSION

This paper presents a software architecture for DLO manipulation. It is used in three autonomous shape manipulation experiments with a skill-based 3-layer software architecture. The presented three-layer software architecture helps in reducing the complexity by modularizing different skills. Table 1 proves that the program-
ing complexity stays the same even if the number of actions to achieve the desired shape increase. These skills are implemented separately, making it possible to verify the correct skills individually without testing the whole action sequence. As the decision layer makes it possible to shape a DLO, it is further possible to move the decision layer to a skill. If further development requires a skill to shape a DLO, the future decision layer would be able to build up upon the current development, which makes it reusable by design.

For validation of the software architecture, an autonomous shape manipulation demonstration was implemented. The demonstration allows the creation of high-level flow charts for an abstract for-
gulation of goals. At the same time, skills can be implemented and verified separately with a connected functional layer as a low-
level hardware interface. The presented demonstration validates the architecture design with various shape manipulation tasks.

Other skills like pushing the DLO would improve the shape demonstration, as pushing does not have the same impact on the shape as grasping. In the future, it will be investigated how the presented architecture can be used for more complex manipulation tasks. Considering the high potential in wire harness assembly or routing scenarios, more work will bridge the gap from academic to industrial examples.
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Figure 8: Three experiments shaping a DLO through multiple grasps. A single image contains the simulation including the loaded point cloud, target points and model of the DLO, as well as the synchronized robot and the goal shape. The right image is the associated 2D image of the left camera. (a), (b), (c): Start tracking. (d), (e), (f): Define the target shape. (p), (q), (r): final state. All other images are states between the three experiments.

